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SCAD professor teaches creative thinking 
September 11, 2012 
Scott Thorp, a design coordinator and professor of drawing and design 
at Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD), visited Georgia Southern University to speak to Dr. Chris 
Welter’s entrepreneurship class about creativity. Thorp, painter turned writer and professor, teaches a 
creativity course at SCAD to help students get their creative juices flowing. 
Thorp referred to Malcolm Gladwell’s articles in The New Yorker, “Creation Myth” and “The 
Televisionary.” “Creation Myth” is a story about Apple guru Steve Jobs and his creation of the computer 
mouse used today. “He never invented the original thing. He didn’t invent anything that he made, most 
were generations old but he came in and made them better,” said Thorp of Jobs. 
“The Televisionary” is a story about the pros and cons of being independent versus being a part of a 
corporation. These two stories shed light on various aspects of the creative process that a great 
entrepreneur must know. “To be creative, you must come up with a lot of ideas,” said Thorp. 
Thorpe explained the creative thinking four step process of preparation, incubation, illumination, and 
verification. Every entrepreneur must complete these four steps to successfully carry out an idea. He 
explained that as an entrepreneur, these steps will be completed multiple times before the final product 
is complete. 
After his lecture, he asked students to take part in creative thinking exercises to help them understand 
the struggle of thinking outside of the box. The students learned how difficult it was to try and come up 
with ideas in such a short amount of time. Thorpe explained that his students complete these exercises 
daily and at the end of the semester, they are able to quickly come up with fun, creative ideas. 
“To be profitable, you must be able to come up with good ideas all of the time,” said Thorp. 
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